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Question Reply

Can you ask about medical conditions/mental 

health on application form?

More free to do so with volunteers as not covered by the Equality Act. 

But needs to be weighed up relationally. (Mark answers this much more 

fully on the video.)

How to maintain boundaries between 

work/ministry and personal/family life when 

volunteer contact and investment often takes 

place outside normal work hours?

Great question. A big challenge for us at CMF as it does mean evening 

connections. Personally I set my boundaries as to what I am able to do. I 

then work to try and put as many volunteer sessions (especially one-

ones) in work hours and even if it means things moving more slowly I will 

limit out of hours work. But yes, it is a challenge

Process described seems like staff recruitment in 

all but pay. What about recruitment of 

volunteers generally, for roles of few 

hours/week, or larger numbers?

Hi thanks, Mark will cover some of this but in essence yes I am saying that 

it is in many ways the same as a staff role. If you can get leaders 

volunteers involved in overseeing other volunteers (we have done this in 

our teams model) then that is gold because you are multiplying. So yes, 

there aren't really shortcuts in my experience!

Will you address last week's question about 

Business car insurance? When I spoke to my 

insurance Churchill they confirmed volunteers 

needed business insurance.

Thanks. When I looked into this it seems in general the answer is yes, but 

the thing would be for the volunteer to check with their insurer as this 

may vary. Having it as a clear action point for anyone using their car 

would be best practice and to follow insurer guidelines.

You’ve mentioned a few times ‘if you wouldn’t 

employ the person, should they be a volunteer’ - 

could you explain a bit more? 

I think this relates to the 6 Cs. If I wouldn't employ someone because of a 

clear issue with character, or chemistry with the organisation, then I'd be 

very wary of asking them to volunteer. It will impact both you as a line 

manager and the organisation if the wrong person is there in the wrong 

role. When uncertain, I realise that a volunteering role can be a good way 

to test the water on commitment and you can start with something small 

and see how they get on - so it's not a black and white concept  


